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From domination to partnership

A culture change has been taking place in wider
society which has also influenced the way we work
in services. The macho, 'I know best', dominator,
expert model is giving way to a partnership model.
The values of power, privilege and prestige are
giving way to values of healing, acceptance and
inclusion.

We see the shift from domination to partnership in
industry, in families, between the sexes and between
generations.

Dominator/expert
model

Partnership model

power over - power with

fear - trust

control - nurture

manipulation - open communication

taking orders - working in teams

coercion - participation

indoctrination - education

creates dependency - creates inter-
dependency

de-skilling - encourages growth

Characteristics of
dominator and partnership models

In human services these culture changes are having
profound effects. Users of services and those closest
to them are demanding an active role in taking
responsibility for their own lives. Service workers
and managers are coming to realise that an alliance
with users and carers is a more effective way of
working. Together we are better.

As the shift in attitudes and relationships happens
there can be conflict and pain. Dominators are
always reluctant to give up their power. If they can
come to understand the benefits of the partnership
way of relating and working, getting out of their
comfort zone will be easier.

Service centred
assumptions

Person centred
assumptions

fitting people into a
service

- listening to what
people want

focusing on
what is

- focusing on
what could be

professional control - empowering
individuals & families

responsive to control
from
the top

- changing the structures
that limit us

one large scale
solution now

- starting small and
learning along the way

client-hood - partners

Assumptions of service and person centred
approaches

Those providing services, whether managers or
staff, are more likely to be successful as partners, if
they are supportive and reassuring, involve people
in decision making, treat others with respect,
encourage suggestions, and are honest, dependable
and trustworthy.

Being insensitive to the concerns of others, not
listening to what others have to say and acting the
boss show difficulty in leaving the dominator role
behind.
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